Hustler identities have for many years been embraced by persistent offenders and have captured the imagination of awestruck newcomers to ' the game ' . The term ' hustler ' has been used consistently for at least 100 years ( Shover 1996 ) and, although hustling has evolved and varies in form, trappings and associated crimes, there are common themes associated with the art: conspicuous displays of independence, the uncanny ability to succeed through crime and a talent for trading in illicit markets. Hustling includes a broad range of unconventional activities, both extralegal and illegal, that are typically frowned upon by law-abiding citizens but are widely accepted and practised among adherents of street culture ( Valentine 1978 ) . Interviews with hustlers inform us that these individuals are continually on the lookout for new and easier ways to make money. Hustlers are dedicated to their craft and are prepared to seize emerging opportunities. Specifi cally, experience has taught them the importance of being able to recognize and exploit unconventional ways to earn money that may go unnoticed by others. Their larceny sense provides them with the know-how to secure not only drugs and cash, but also a variety of resources, including food, transportation and a place to rest ( Maher et al. 1996 ) . Thus, when it comes to earning money or acquiring desired goods, hustlers are only limited by their imaginations, cunning and willingness to exploit opportunities.
Hustler identities have for many years been embraced by persistent offenders and have captured the imagination of awestruck newcomers to ' the game ' . The term ' hustler ' has been used consistently for at least 100 years ( Shover 1996 ) and, although hustling has evolved and varies in form, trappings and associated crimes, there are common themes associated with the art: conspicuous displays of independence, the uncanny ability to succeed through crime and a talent for trading in illicit markets. Hustling includes a broad range of unconventional activities, both extralegal and illegal, that are typically frowned upon by law-abiding citizens but are widely accepted and practised among adherents of street culture ( Valentine 1978 ) . Interviews with hustlers inform us that these individuals are continually on the lookout for new and easier ways to make money. Hustlers are dedicated to their craft and are prepared to seize emerging opportunities. Specifi cally, experience has taught them the importance of being able to recognize and exploit unconventional ways to earn money that may go unnoticed by others. Their larceny sense provides them with the know-how to secure not only drugs and cash, but also a variety of resources, including food, transportation and a place to rest ( Maher et al. 1996 ) . Thus, when it comes to earning money or acquiring desired goods, hustlers are only limited by their imaginations, cunning and willingness to exploit opportunities.
Developing the ability to hustle effectively is also integral to succeeding on the streets and is especially advantageous, and often necessary, for those addicted to drugs. Specifi cally, persons spending the bulk of their time on the streets often fi nd themselves short on resources. Thus, securing money for drugs become a central part of addicts ' daily routines. However, obtaining cash to fund prolonged drug use can be quite challenging. To ensure that their habits can be maintained and to avoid the debilitating effects of withdrawal, chronic drug users have fi ne-tuned their hustling skills.
Much has been written about drug addicts ' hustling strategies, especially those used by heroin addicts (Faupel 1991; Lex 1990 ; Preble and Casey 1969 ) . For the most part, however, scholars have focused on drug users ' participation in property offences and prostitution ( Ratner 1993 ). The result is that scholars have focused narrowly on the user as perpetual criminal and this has prevented us from obtaining a keen understanding of the complex nature of addicts ' lives and the resourcefulness of their hustles. In addition, much of this work has concerned women's drug-seeking behaviours and has been dominated by exploring the nature and extent of exchanges of sex for drugs. This preoccupation, however, results in a one-dimensional view of addicts. Specifi cally, when focusing on users ' participation in property crimes and prostitution, it is easy to see them as hopelessly enslaved by the addictive properties of illicit drugs. In this light, it is commonly held that users ' ethical constraints dissolve quickly and a process of moral degeneracy inevitably ensues ( Faupel 1987 ; 1991) . Many scholars believe that this moral decline explains why crack addicts sometimes participate in degrading acts in exchange for drugs.
But addicts ' hustling involves much more than property crimes and prostitution (Faupel 1991; Hanson et al. 1985 ) . For instance, Fields and Walters (1985) identifi ed four types of addict hustlers: the opportunistic, legitimate, skilled and dope hustler. This typology revealed a variety of hustling patterns differentiated by the addicts ' degree of skill, sophistication, planning involved, target selection and modus operandi . It is worth noting, however, that both legitimate and illegitimate activities are represented among these drug-seeking practices, which reinforces the multifaceted nature of hustling.
Given the various systems of thievery, cons and hustles in which drug addicts sometimes engage, it should come as no surprise that they are constantly developing innovative strategies to achieve desired goods and services. The more industrious users have found illegitimate, but non-criminal, ways to obtain drugs. In particular, one of the more inventive means of supporting a drug habit has recently emerged from the everpresent need and desire for transportation among low-level crack dealers. Crack users have recognized and sought to capitalize on this niche by renting their vehicles in exchange for drugs. This practice has become known informally on the streets and among law-enforcement personnel as ' rock rentals ' , ' crack rentals ' and ' dope pawns ' , but herein we use ' rock rentals ' because the majority of our respondents referred to the practice in this way.
We examine this hustle involving renting automobiles for crack. We use in-depth interviews with 19 inmates in two prisons located in Louisiana, USA, and 27 active crack cocaine users who exchanged vehicles for crack from a nearby mid-sized city to describe the social organization and interpersonal dynamics of rock rentals. Specifi cally, we examine how the contract is structured, what motivates automobile owners and borrowers to engage in rock rentals, and how each party handles violations.
Method
The data for this examination come from semi-structured interviews with two groups: incarcerated persistent offenders and active crack cocaine users. The initial idea for this study emerged from interviews exploring the criminal decision-making process of incarcerated persistent street offenders. During the initial interviews, we asked study participants about their educational backgrounds, families, occupations, criminal histories, drug use and current lifestyles. Due to the sampling criteria and population of the correctional facilities, the majority of respondents were heavily engaged in street-level drug dealing in disadvantaged neighbourhoods. Early in the interview process, we realized that renting vehicles for crack cocaine was seemingly a relevant and meaningful feature of urban street life. Specifi cally, of the 30 incarcerated respondents, 19 stated that they had engaged in rock rentals, primarily as borrowers. Because the rock-rental theme emerged naturally in several of the early interviews, we adjusted the interview guide to explore this topic in detail.
Since nearly all of the incarcerated sample were borrowers, we collected a purposive sample of 27 individuals who were active crack users (and who were not incarcerated at the time). Our goal was to gain the perspective of those who had traded their cars for crack. During a previous research project on the nature and extent of local drug markets, we established rapport with three active crack cocaine users ( Evans et al. 2002 ) . These individuals served as a starting point and we used snowball sampling techniques to locate an additional 24 individuals. Whereas we asked our original 19 informants about a number of topics, our interviews with the active sample of respondents were more focused. Specifi cally, we designed these interviews to address exclusively their drug use and the practice of renting vehicles for drugs.
We also interviewed several local police offi cers about their knowledge of rock rentals. While this set of interviews contributed little toward helping us understand the interpersonal dynamics of rock rentals, they did validate study participants ' accounts. Specifi cally, they confi rmed that: (1) rock rentals are common in study participants ' communities; (2) the typical amount of crack paid to rent a vehicle; (3) the average amount of time a vehicle is rented; and (4) the modes of enforcing the contract.
One of the strengths of our design is that it includes individuals recruited from a variety of sources. In particular, our sample is drawn from incarcerated offenders, active drug users and law-enforcement agents. Much has been written about the importance of interviewing active offender populations ( Cromwell and Olson 2004 ; Glassner and Carpenter 1985 ; Jacobs and Wright 2006 ; Polsky 1998 ) . In fact, some scholars offer that interviews with active, free-ranging law violators have numerous advantages over those involving incarcerated offenders. Purportedly, fi ndings based on inmate interviews are potentially biased because study participants are ' unsuccessful ' criminals, fearful of further legal sanctions and likely to reconstruct their offences in an overly rational manner. However, many researchers do not share this critique of confi ned populations. For instance, Akerstrom (1985) argues that active drug users often do not make the best study participants because their attention is elsewhere (namely revolving around future deals), they are hard to keep long enough for an interview and many come to interviews high, making any meaningful conversation diffi cult. Still, many researchers contend that there is, in fact, remarkable agreement in the results of studies using free-ranging and confi ned offenders. They show that serious points of contradiction among the two types of samples have yet to be identifi ed ( Nee and Taylor 2000 ; Shover 1996 ) . There is certainly justifi cation for each position and our sample design allows us to benefi t from the strengths of both types of samples.
The incarcerated respondents ranged in age from 19 to 40 and had a mean age of 24. Three study participants were white and 16 were African-American. All but one was male. Most had extensive criminal histories that refl ected years of offending. Their crimes ranged in seriousness from drug possession to murder. The vast majority of respondents self-reported drug use and/or distribution at the time they were arrested. For the active sample, all were African-American and ranged in age from 21 to 54. Their average age was 36. Twenty-two were male and fi ve were female. The number of years they reported using crack spanned from two to 16, with the average being seven years. The precise relationship of this sample to larger populations of theoretical and substantive interest is unknown. We do believe, however, that our sample captures the full range of people who engage in rock rentals in terms of their motives and experiences.
Structuring Rock Rentals
The data suggest that rock rentals are a meaningful aspect of this particular drug culture. The prevalence of the practice was acknowledged in interviews with both police and those inmates who had not participated in them. While our data indicate that these transactions are quite complex in both arrangement and outcomes, we did identify some standard characteristics about them. We begin our analysis with a description of the specifi cs of the rental contract, including who is most likely to initiate the deal, the relationship among participants and factors that determine the amount of drugs to be paid and how long a vehicle can be kept.
Situational pressures often provide the impetus for rock-rental negotiations. In most cases, it is the addict who initiates the deal. Several drug dealers commented that their clients would approach them routinely with offers such as ' Give me four [rocks] and I'll let you have [my car] for three hours ' (Jason) or ' The only money we got right now is for the room … [we 'll] give you the car for the day and you just bring it back tomorrow sometime ' (Philip). Most dealers reported that addicts would often try to deceive them by fi rst asking to buy drugs but later offering to rent their vehicles. As Philip describes, ' they page me and be like, " Hey bring me over forty " . And I get there and they ain't got no money. [They'll say] use my car for a day or two days ' . However, the addict does not always broach the subject. Sometimes, dealers in need of transportation extend offers to their clients. Jason -a small-level crack dealer -described just such a situation: Regardless of who begins the dickering, dealers and addicts eventually enter into a contract that involves the exchange of a certain amount of crack for the use of a car. A variety of factors come into play when determining the amount to be paid. Typically, the arrangement is for three to four hours in exchange for two to four rocks (approximately $20 -$40), although there are longer arrangements. The longer the use of the car, the more crack that must be surrendered. Marcus noted, ' I rent it out at night and on weekends and the amount of crack I get determines how long they rent it ' . Tony echoed this statement: ' Like if you gave them a twenty dollar rock you keep the car for like three hours, four hours. If you give them a forty you keep it like fi ve or six, seven, eight hours. Or you can give them some large amount to keep it for like a week. '
In other cases, the transaction is more fl uid. Here, the borrower may give an up-front payment and then, if needed, pay an additional fee to keep the vehicle longer. According to Cody (a loaner), ' [I] rent it out all day and they bring it back by night time or give me some more crack to keep it for the remainder of the night ' . Gerald describes a hypothetical conversation with someone he would rent from:
[I'd say to him,] ' I'm gonna give you two rocks, Man. But I'm gonna go to the store; and I'm gonna make another little run to pick up something else; and then I'm gonna come back; and when I come back I'm gonna give you something else just to make it all seem all good. ' That's not bad for me ' cause see I can move around.
Whereas the typical rental period is a few hours, this, too, is quite fl uid. At times, users will rent their cars overnight, for the weekend or, in rare cases, a week. These extended rentals are usually based on loaners ' work and leisure schedules. For instance, Randell rents his car when he goes to work and gets it back at the end of the shift. He explains, ' The only time I rent my car out is during the week when I am at work. I let them keep it all day until I get back ' . According to Brison, ' I rent it out when I go to work and they must bring it back as soon as I get off ' . Katie (a sex worker) has dealers drive her to her ' spot ' (to work) and then periodically check with her to see if she needs drugs or is ready to go home. She notes, ' They give me a nice bump (piece of crack) and drop me off on the block and they come back later to check to see if I need anything ' . Khiry rents his car when he goes to bed and expects to have it back the next morning; he states, ' I rent it out at night so my friends and family don't know what's going on and they bring it back before daylight ' .
One unique rental period involved Ray -an offshore oil worker on a seven-day on and seven-day off schedule -and his supplier: ' I smoke a lot of crack and they give [me drugs] in advance to support my habit when I go offshore. ' Ray would loan his car to the same dealer when leaving to go offshore and, upon his return, seven days later, pick up his car. For this, he reports having received several bags of crack. These extended arrangements seldom lasted longer than a couple of months, for a variety of reasons, not the least of which was the situation that crack addicts reported having diffi culty rationing their use when they had a large supply.
The quality of the car also appeared to determine the amount of crack paid. In particular, addicts with better vehicles could negotiate larger prices. According to Thomas, ' Some of them have good cars, [some have] bad cars. Good cars we have to kick out a good bit of drugs for it. Bad cars they get a dime (a ten dollar piece of crack) and we gone ' . Ultimately, the nature of the contract is situational, as the duration of the rental, quality of the drugs and the desperation of the participants all factor into the price.
Process of selecting borrowers and loaners
While a few of the loaners claimed that they would rent their vehicles to ' anybody who wants to rent it ' , most were discerning in selecting their customers. The vast majority of respondents claimed that they only rented to friends, relatives or ' responsible hustlers ' who they deemed trustworthy. Whitney reported that she restricted the use of her car to ' old school drug dealers who use it to go pick up their [drug] packages ' . And Damone said that he typically rented his car to family members who sold drugs. He explained, ' I don't have the funds to support my habit and that is a way of getting extra crack.
My cousins usually rent it for a few hours if they need to go out of town or rent it for the entire night if they go out to the club ' . The majority of crack users claimed to rent only to people with whom they were familiar. However, while dealers and addicts interacted socially, they often only knew one another's aliases. For instance, when asked whether or not he knew the people he rented from, Michael responded, ' I knew them. They weren't friend [s] . They people that you know and conversate with ' . By limiting transactions to those known to them, drug users believed that they could better protect their automobiles.
Whereas some vehicle owners said that they were careful regarding whom they rented to, others ' cravings for the drug caused them to exercise less discretion. When asked who he rented to, Justin answered, ' Anybody who have a license. Because it is a way of getting free crack ' . Similarly, Jeanenne responded, ' [I rent to] anybody who has some dope. Because it is a way for me to get more dope to smoke ' .
When choosing whom they could rent to, crack users were seemingly preoccupied with fi nding the most effective ways to acquire drugs. A popular strategy was to conspire with fellow users. Jarrid explained how he and others developed a system that allowed them to maximize the amount of crack they received. He noted, ' [I make my car available to] anybody who wants to rent it. I rent it out on a fi rst come basis. Because I really don't need it. I just get together with other crack heads like myself and we take turns renting out our car[s] while riding with [one another] ' . Likewise, Randell noted, ' A few guys at work smoke too; so we take turns renting out our car[s] ' . Similarly, Keith reported that he, along with his mother and stepfather, decided to pool their resources so that they had three cars to rent instead of one. He explained, ' That is a way for the three of us to get more crack to support our habit [s] . We all chill by my mother's trailer and take turns renting out our cars as long as the crack keep on coming ' . And Ryan worked as a mechanic and discovered that he could use his job duties to procure crack. He explained:
I rent my car out to the guys who[se] car I am working on. Because I get double the amount of crack. They give me crack to fi x their cars and give me crack to use mine. I rent it out as soon as they drop their cars off and I call them when it is ready and they bring back my car and the next person drop theirs off, and the process continues.
Ryan complained, however, that complicated repair jobs interfered with his operation by disrupting an otherwise steady fl ow of drugs. For instance, he explained that it once took him four days to repair a car. He reported, ' I was so mad because that set me back. I couldn't get my crack like I used to ' .
Motivations for Rock Rentals

Incentives for loaning your vehicle
The majority of the crack users we spoke with admitted freely that they were woefully addicted to the substance. Recall, the average time of use was seven years and some addicts used for well over a decade. As with any drug addiction, prolonged use is often coupled with increasing diffi culty in fi nancing the habit. For instance, often, legitimate means of supporting a habit erode and users are likely to seek alternative means of support. Many crack users relied on numerous legal hustles (i.e. panhandling, washing cars, cutting lawns and selling scrap metal) to support their habits. On the other hand, a few study participants acknowledged participation in illegal activities that allowed them to get the drug. In particular, they admitted to frequently burgling homes, ransacking garages, shoplifting and participating in prostitution. Those who rented out their vehicles stated that rock rentals allowed them to procure their drugs without depleting their fi nancial resources or forcing them into risky or demeaning criminal activities.
Study participants noted that they were relieved when they stumbled upon a costeffective way of getting high. Specifi cally, crack users reported that many street-level drug dealers were eager to exchange crack for the use of their vehicles. Cocaine dependency is hard to maintain and seemingly even more diffi cult on a fi xed income. Thus, rock rentals provide a non-resource-depleting solution for cash-poor users.
Interestingly, respondents who acknowledged participating in crime to support their drug use also noted that the yield from their illegal activities had waned and could no longer adequately support their cravings. For example, Jeanenne stated, ' This drug has gotten really expensive and I can't afford it anymore; so I have to do something to support my habit. I'm not fi ne (physically attractive) like I used to be, so it's getting hard for me to turn tricks ' . In addition, several crack users reported that renting their vehicles for crack allowed them to avoid the legal risks associated with participating in illicit activities. For instance, Khiry explained, ' When I am out of money [renting my car is] an easy way to get crack without doing something that will get you in trouble ' .
But rock rentals afford crack users with more than a way to save money. Engaging in the practice allowed them to avoid the disparaging label of ' crack head ' . In particular, many study participants reasoned that despite being addicted to the drug, exchanging their cars for crack allowed them to avoid stereotypical ' crack head ' or ' dope fi end ' behaviours (e.g. borrowing or stealing from loved ones or trading sexual favours for drugs). It appears that users ' concerns about safeguarding their personal reputations were not misplaced. For example, many drug dealers used unfl attering terms when referring to crack heads. Respondents ' derogatory remarks centred on addicts ' deteriorating fi nancial and physical conditions, which they attributed to prolonged crack use. Brennon offered, ' A crack head to me is a person that runs around the streets and they walking they ain't got a ride, they ain't got a house to live in, ain't got food to eat .... A crack head runs around and [performs oral sex] for rock ' . Similarly, Shawn, noted, ' I mean like we call them cluckers you know like they got a bunch of cluckers in the hood some of them be havin ' some nice cars ' . He continued:
A clucker is one who do drugs. The reason that we call them cluckers is when they don't have the crack they be clucking. They be like how a chicken will do because they nervous so we call them cluckers or chews because they be chewing on their lips.
When faced with such disparaging images of crack addicts, it is no wonder that they often strive to insulate themselves from the stigma. By renting their vehicles, they can portray themselves as hustlers who can respectably handle their addictions.
In addition, crack users believed that exchanging their cars for crack insulated them from the violence, humiliation and ridicule that dealers often reserved for crack heads. In fact, many dealers admitted that they mistreated crack addicts routinely for entertainment and that they viewed the spectacles as harmless distractions from the monotony of selling drugs. For instance, Philip noted, ' We used to make [crack heads] fi ght [one another] ' . In addition, dealers frequently took advantage of crack addicts ' willingness to perform a variety of menial tasks and sometimes illegal acts in exchange for meagre amounts of the drug. Brennon said:
[Drug dealers] use [crack heads] to wash their cars because they want to be a big baller standing out with a whole bunch of jewellery on and watch them boys wash their car -wash and wax their cars. Make them look good like they the big main man around there. So they get all them crack heads to go steal all the shit -they go jack up cars, take all the wheels off of them, leave them on blocks and shit like that man. They use them crack heads .... Them crack heads is the demons .... A crack head will do anything for money -twenty dollars, ten dollars they'll do it. Anything! Philip and Brennon's comments highlight the contempt and resentment that many dealers seemingly had for those whom they considered crack heads.
Respondents noted that in addition to insulating them from certain types of victimization and embarrassment at the hands of dealers, loaning their vehicles for crack allowed them to conceal their addictions from unwitting family members and friends (remember Khiry's comment about his efforts to hide his use from loved ones and friends). Eddie noted that he was able to hide his drug addiction from his wife because he exchanged his car for crack rather than spending money set aside to pay bills. He offered, ' I let them rent it for a couple of hours and they must go out of town so my wife don't fi nd out about my habit ' . Likewise, Gerald also was concerned with keeping his drug addiction secret from loved ones. He explained, ' I rent [my vehicle] out at night so my friends and family don't know what's going on and [the dealers] bring it back before daylight ' . In agreement, Sidney described how she was able to discretely support her drug habit. She said, ' I rent it out late at night so nobody will be in my business and they bring it back [before] daylight ' . Whether crack users are successful at avoiding the stigma of crack head is unknown. However, it is clear that users believe they are able to manage the stigma by engaging in ' respectable ' hustles like rock rentals. In light of this, renting one's car becomes an especially attractive option.
Rationale for borrowing vehicles
In the previous section, we focused on crack users ' motivations for exchanging their vehicles for crack. However, there were also various incentives for borrowers. Drug dealers stated that they borrowed customers ' vehicles largely to run personal errands. This was particularly common among younger dealers who did not own cars. For example, Jarrett noted, ' That's how we used to ride when we were young. To have a rock rental was like [having] a brand new car in the neighbourhood! ' Likewise, Rufus explained how possession of a rock rental allowed him to complete a variety of tasks that he otherwise would not have been able to perform. He noted, ' I can go to my baby's momma's house right quick. I had to bring her to the clinic and I happened to pick up my little sister and them from school … I went and picked my homeboys [up] . I was going to my baby's momma's house and then stop[ped] at McDonald's to get something to eat ' .
Renting a vehicle for crack is seen as a superior solution to walking or relying on the good nature of friends and relatives.
Earlier, we examined the processes that crack addicts used when deciding whom to let borrow their vehicles. However, despite some owners ' best efforts to screen dealers, several borrowers commented that they cared little about safeguarding the condition of addicts ' cars. In fact, many respondents ' reported that they owned cars themselves but preferred rock rentals because they could drive them recklessly. Chantey explained, ' [I] Brennon's comment calls into question whether or not exchanging automobiles for crack really allowed users to avoid disparaging traits typically associated with ' crack heads ' .
Study participants stated that they also often used rock rentals because they allowed them to ' do dirt ' (engage in illegal activities) with a certain degree of anonymity. Sidney reported, ' I would get [a rock rental] to roll at night -late, late at night to run around and do dirt in ' . Likewise, Thomas mentioned that he typically used rock rentals to commit crimes and would return them to unsuspecting owners. He noted, ' [I] rob in them. But [the owners] never knew that. I just bring it back to them [and say,] " I appreciate it brother " . Whenever we didn't feel like stealing a car we just say, " go get a rock rental " ' .
Part of the appeal of rock rentals is that they seemingly offered a small degree of anonymity when offenders were engaged in wrongdoing. Specifi cally, it was easier to go unnoticed because the vehicles were not theirs and, if they were noticed by police, they could easily abandon the automobiles. In fact, several respondents considered rock rentals disposable and treated them accordingly. Shawn explained the advantage of driving a rock rental when he engaged in crime: ' You can just jump out of a rock rental and leave it on the side of the road. Ain't no ifs ands or buts, it's gonna get left. ' And, Leroy explained, ' Most people get rock rentals to go do illegal stuff like drive by's and go burglarize peoples ' homes and all kinds of stuff like that ' . He continued:
[I would rent from] just random people that come and spend with you and then they run out of money … I ride around in [rock rentals], sell dope out of them, make them hot (attract unwelcome police attention). That's all people do with them. They don't want to get their own vehicles hot so they ride around in them. I did some car thefts in them.
As Leroy demonstrates, borrowers preferred using rock rentals while committing crime rather than risk drawing unwanted attention to their personal vehicles. If offenders perceived that they were at risk of being caught while ' doing dirt ' , rentals could be abandoned easily, yet the same was not true if the vehicle was their own.
While rock rentals are used for recreation, transportation, anonymous crime commission or to simply keep up appearances, for some, it is an ideal situation for auto theft ( Copes and Cherbonneau 2006 ) . Jason explained, ' I done like rented some cars like for drugs and never brought them back ' . The following thief would frequently sell cars he rented from unfamiliar crack users:
Once I started selling dope I could rent dope fi ends ' cars. They got dope fi ends that drive Porsches and stuff or a Benz. You go to Houston up in they car. … All the [chop shop 1 ] is going to do is buy the car from you for $4,000 or $5,000.
Perhaps the most blatant description of theft was given by Michael:
They should know one thing. I am going to take their shit [car] and sell it. But, they be stupid enough to give it to me. You wanted that to happen, you know what I am saying. I ain't the one tweeking on rocks. You want something, I want something .... See they gotta watch out for people like me.
It stands to reason that crack users are ideal victims for auto theft because of their reluctance to go to the police. When asked if he was concerned that the crack user would call the police, Rufus answered, ' Police will be looking for them half the time. Why they gonna call the police? ' According to Sidney:
We never have that kind of problems out of junkies … . You tell a man somebody stole your car that pretty much a done deal. They call the insurance company. They might have called the cops. 
Violating the Rock-Rental Agreement
The variety of actors that engage in rock rentals (persistent street offenders and crack users) may lend one to expect a chaotic situation in which neither the loaner nor the borrower would fulfi l their obligations. Indeed, both parties are involved in the illicit drug economy and at least one of them is likely addicted to crack cocaine. Our results show, however, that the majority of rock rentals go off as planned; that is, crack users typically do not call police or try to get their vehicles back too soon and the dealer/borrower usually returns individuals ' cars in the allotted time with no unexpected damage. After all, users and dealers are often acquainted, thereby making accurate identifi cation possible. More importantly, a breach of contract by either party would disrupt future drug transactions, block potential opportunities and cause a great deal of hassle. This is especially true from the perspective of the dealer/borrower. As Philip (a drug dealer) describes, ' When you sell drugs you kind of build up a friendship with your clientele. You know, I might need to go back and use that car one day and I ain't going to have it ' .
Even with these natural safeguards in place, contract violations do occur, especially when renting vehicles from strangers or from unfamiliar customers. In fact, some police have blamed broken rock-rental contracts for the increase in auto thefts in their jurisdictions ( Brown 2007 ; Matteucci 2005 ) . Estimates from some cities suggest that more than half of vehicles reported stolen or missing have actually been loaned to drug dealers who just never returned them. According to police, these problems have increased over the past few years. For example, a recent newspaper article from a newspaper near the study's setting reported that ' nearly 400 of the 792 reports of stolen vehicles taken between May and November [2006] were crack rentals ' ( Jackson 2007 ) .
Loaners violate the contract by demanding their vehicles back before the agreedupon time. At the extreme, this entails calling police and reporting the vehicle stolen. But doing so subjects them to various forms of retaliation. Many borrowers acknowledge that users seldom call police or ask for the car back prematurely because, as Thomas describes, ' they know what we could do to him ' . What they could do includes refusing to sell to them anymore, causing undue damage to the vehicle or physically attacking them. Philip (a drug dealer) explained why he did not worry about the drug user violating the contract: ' He needed me man. You know I'm the only person he knew to buy dope from. ' Similarly, Shawn explained, ' They don't ever rat (go to the police) because we take care of the cluckers better than we do some of the women around there ' . Some borrowers take a more active approach when wronged. Tony describes a situation in which he intentionally wrecked the car when the user tried to cheat him out of his allotted time:
I asked him to use the car and I gave him a twenty dollar rock. So he said I could use the car for three hours. I said cool. Then about an hour later he … told me your three hours [is] up … [I said] no man my three hours ain't up, you know, ' cause I just got the car an hour ago. I got two more hours. And he kept saying no … your time[ ' s] up. So I say well let me run to the store and I'll be back and bring you your car so I can go. He said cool. So when I was coming back … I was speeding. I was putting it to the fl oor. And I just jumped out … he tried to press charges but … he couldn't come up with the explanation [as to] why did I do it.
As mentioned earlier, theft does occur; however, it is relatively infrequent. The most common forms of contract violation committed by borrowers are not returning the vehicle in a timely or convenient manner or causing unnecessary damage to the vehicle. If the borrower keeps the vehicle longer than the allotted time, the loaner usually expects to be fairly compensated in drugs. Jeanenne explains, ' They give me enough dope to last me for how long they are going to be gone and if they will be longer than they say they will then they come back and bring me some more dope ' . It is interesting that many loaners acknowledge that borrowers are likely to cause harm to the vehicle and are willing to shoulder responsibility for this. Responsibility for damage to the car, like other components of the transaction, vary widely. As Damone acknowledges, users can ' just get insurance to fi x it ' if the vehicle is damaged or not returned. Often, the loaner will ask for compensation from the borrower for any harm to the vehicle in the way of drugs. Donovan (a loaner) stated, ' If they damage it I just accept crack for the repairs and I don't repair it ' . After losing control from driving recklessly and hitting a telephone pole, Brennon mollifi ed the vehicle's owner by offering more drugs. In his words, ' He called me like a couple of days later and he told me [he] want[ed] some rocks for it [damage to car] … I paid him a couple of rocks for it, like two twenties ' . Depending on how ' weak ' the user is perceived to be by the dealer in large part determines how much crack they get or if the renter actually fi xes the car. Many users are seen by renters as weak individuals who pose no serious threat. Jason explains why he was unconcerned about damaging their vehicles: I didn't fear none of them … the drugs do something to them. They be spooked they scary … you basically can just do anything. They ain't about no trouble … the drugs took their heart and courage and just make them feel like they ain't nothing so they don't even try to fi ght or nothing.
People who rented vehicles typically did not see ragging the car as a violation of the contract. They assumed that everyone involved knew how the rented vehicles would be treated. For these individuals, violations occurred only if the vehicle was not returned. Brennon constructed himself as an honest man and would always bring the car back, even if it was ' a little worse for wear ' : 
Conclusion
When individuals are excluded from legitimate social and economic institutions, it is not uncommon for them to create their own opportunities to acquire the goods and services that they desire. These innovations are especially common among those involved in illegal drug distribution. For instance, the emergence of crack markets in distressed urban neighbourhoods has created lucrative and spatially concentrated illicit economies. In particular, they spawned commerce with few borders and constant fl ows of cash. In this climate, developing and perfecting innovative hustles became the norm. Ethnographers have long described the variety of hustles that chronic drug users employ. Interestingly, these behaviours include both legal and illegal activities. In fact, this hustling spirit prevalent in many distressed communities has fostered the development of an underground economy in which goods and services are frequently traded off the books. Rock renting is but one derivation of the informal enterprise.
The fact that rock rentals have become a stable part of some communities has implications for how researchers view chronic crack users. In particular, prior research examining drug-seeking behaviours have highlighted the desperate and demeaning acts to which users submit (Faupel 1991) . And when it comes to crack addicts, there is no shortage of anecdotal evidence reinforcing the stereotype that they will do most anything for drugs. Our interviews reveal, however, that there is more to hustling than succumbing to desperate and dehumanizing acts. In fact, the structure of rock rentals is testimony that many crack users can at times be rational and responsible. In addition, their participation in these contracts demonstrates that they are anything but one-dimensional and are capable of functioning in mainstream society. Recall that many of our respondents reported holding steady jobs, maintaining households and raising children, all while addicted to crack.
Addicts of all types have developed and perfected hustles to secure cash, drugs and/ or other items. However, it appears that trading drugs for use of vehicles did not emerge until relatively recently. Certainly, addicts from other eras could have exchanged use of their vehicles for small quantities of drugs. This begs the question: what is it about the crack culture that led to this innovation? We speculate that part of the reason for the emergence of this practice is the widespread negative stigma attached to crack users. Perhaps more so than any other addict, the crack user has been vilifi ed and ostracized in both popular culture and academic research. In fact, some scholars have argued that the decline in crack use is due to the desire to avoid being labelled a crack head ( Furst et al. 1999 ) . Recall that several of the crack users we interviewed remarked that rock rentals allowed them to hide their addictions and to protect their personal reputations. In particular, by renting their vehicles for crack, users believed that they could avoid the ' crack head ' stigma because doing so allowed them to replenish their supplies without engaging in demeaning or illegal acts. Counter to the view that crack users are insatiable and desperate, many of them abstain from crime, raising money or securing drugs by providing goods or services to neighbourhood residents (Fields and Waters 1985) .
Another reason that rock renting may have developed in this climate is because of the ease with which people can become involved in crack distribution. Crack cocaine is relatively cheap and easy to produce, so the start-up capital required to get into drug distribution is within reach of many street-savvy youths ( Jacobs 1999 ) . Consequently, the ranks of street-level crack dealers are swelled by the young. It is the young who are most likely to be lured by the attractions of the street (e.g. stylish clothes and nice vehicles) and the ones who are least likely to have the means to legally come by these goods. Thus, rock rentals have intangible benefi ts for borrowers as well. For example, much has been written about the chaotic lifestyle of persistent street thieves and hustlers. Specifi cally, hustlers lead a self-indulgent lifestyle that emphasizes partying and outward displays of opulence ( Shover 1996 ) . Offenders living ' life in the fast lane ' (Gibbs and Shelley 1982) squander an exorbitant amount of money on clothes and other items in an attempt to ' keep up appearances ' and to ' be seen ' ( Wright and Decker 1997 : 40 ; see also Copes 2003 : 318; Shover and Honaker 1992 ) . On the streets, ' the image projected is critical and those in " the game " must visually play the role. This includes dressing well and driving the right car ' ( Copes 2003: 318 ) . For those who do not have stylish vehicles, or any transportation for that matter, rock rentals fi ll the void.
This research has offered insight into the nature of an innovative transaction in crack markets and furthers our understanding of these interactional dynamics. Rock rentals are but another of the expanding ways to artfully and discretely acquire drugs. In addition, similarly to most patterns of social action, they do not emerge in social lacunas. We can speculate, however, that they are the products of structure and culture -in this case, a sub-area dominated by poor adolescents involved in the distribution of crack cocaine. Given the omnipresence of fi ndings of crime, violence and sex within crack cultures, there emerges an arrangement in which the addict entrusts a malefactor with their automobile in exchange for drugs. It is potentially an unfair transaction in which the addict stands the risk of losing his/her property, having it damaged or a variety of other inclement outcomes. However, this phenomenon ultimately refl ects the innovativeness of addicts.
